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overber 4, 1982

Dear Senator East:

Than; you for your October 22 letter inquiring
about our lending proram for the Pople' Reublic of
China. It was awaitin -y return from a rief trip

abroad earlier this week.

Our policy is to provide financial and technical
assistance to member governments for projects and pro-
,rams which met our criteria for development support.

Tie World Bank has extended four loans to the People's
±public of China since it became a mbr of the Bank
in iay 1980, all of which have been supported by the
United States.

I've passed your letter on to Mr. James Burnham ,
the :.,xecutive Director for the United States. I am sure
e will be in touch with you shortly to respond more

specifically to your request.

Sincerely,

A. W. Clausen

The 11onorable
John P. ast
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

cc: Mr. James Burnham

RSouthworth/AWC:111



JOHN P. EAST courrrEts

NORTH CAROLINA JUDICIARY

LABOR AND HUMAN
RESOURCES

r'flifeb Z-~fcxfcz Zer e ENERGY AND NATURAL

RESOURCES

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20510

October 22, 1982

Mr. A.W. Clausen, President
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Clausen:

I was greatly disturbed to read in the Washington Post this
week that the World Bank is considering loans to finance twenty
projects in Communist China.

I appreciate the circumstances surrounding these possible
loans. The Post article made clear that Red China, as a new member
of the World Bank, has lately been insisting on receiving a major
increase in soft loans.

Nevertheless, in view of the fact that the United States is
the largest contributor to the World Bank, I feel it is my duty to
investigate this matter. I am deeply concerned about the ends to
which indirect American economic assistance of this kind is being
used. You may be aware that as Chairman of the Subcommittee on
Separation of Powers I am already looking into the Polish debt
question.

I should appreciate having a summary from you on the nature of
these twenty projects at your earliest convenience. Thank you for
your cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

John P. East
United States Senator

JPE:hgv
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October 7, 1982

Mr. Tom Clausen
President
World Bank
1818 "H" Street
Washinuton, D.C. 20433

Dear Tom:

Thank you for the report on IDA In Retrospect, I found it
most informative. However, I was somewhat dis oointed that the
report did not respond to som ot e e nroader criticisms of IDA
such as the superiority of proper economic policies vis-a-vis
concessional loans in promoting development, the cost to donor
countries of funding IDA, and the tendency of IDA to foster growth
of the public sector. Regarding the latter point, the report
provided some revealing data showing that in pure IDA countries
over the last 20 years, nublic consumption has been increasing
relative to private consumption and savings.

On a related note, I have become increasingly concerned regard-
ing the deteriorating international financial situation. I under-
stand that between 20 and 30 countries will not be able to service
their debts this year. This, in part, may be due to loose lending
policies by the Bank, the IMF and by commercial banks who were
encouraged to lend by the former two. I would be interested in
any candid evaluations you may have undertaken of the Bank's role
in this situation.

Finally, during the Toronto meetings, a number of statements
were reportedly made regarding IDA 7 and on an energy affiliate
which did not seem consonant with the new realities facing the
World Bank. I hope that you and U.S. administration officials
would meet with Congress before unrealistic expectations are gen-
erated regarding these programs.

Sincerely,

V re(>1z Congress
JL: mn
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MARK 0. HATFIELD, OREG., CHAIRMAN

TED STEVENS, ALASKA WILLIAM PROXMIRE, WIS.

LOWELL P. WEICKER, JR., CONN. JOHN C. STENNIS, MISS.

JAMES A. MC CLURE, IDAHO ROBERT C. BYRD, W. VA.

PAUL LAXALT. NEV. DANIEL K. INOUYIE, HAWAII

JAKE DARN, UTAH ERNEST F, HOLLINGS. SeC. nla z z encte
HARRISON SCHMITT, N. MEX. THOMAS F. EAGLETON, MO.

THAD COCHRAN, MISS. LAWTON CHILES, FLA.

MARK ANDREWS, N. DAK. J. BENNETT JOHNSTON, LA. COM MITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS
JAMES ABDNOR, S. DAK, WALTER D. HUDDLESTON, KY.

ROBERT W. KASTEN, JR., WIS. QUENTIN N. BURDICK, N. DAK. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510
ALFONSE M. D'AMATO, N.Y. PATRICK J. LEAHY, VT.

MACK MATTINGLY, GA. JIM SASSER, TENN.

WARREN RUDMAN, N.H. DENNIS DE CONCINI. ARIZ.

ARLEN SPECTER, PA. DALE BUMPERS, ARK, October 5, 1982
J. KEITH KENNEDY, STAFF DIRECTOR

THOMAS L. VAN DER VOORT, MINORITY STAFF DIRECTOR

Mr. A. W. Clausen
President
The World Bank
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Tom:

Thank you for your recent letter and enclosed copy of

IDA in Retrospect. I appreciate your remembering my request

for this document which I have found to be most informative.

Highest marks should go to both you and the World Bank.

Thank you again for your attention to my request.

Warmest personal regards.

Sincerely,

Mark 0. Hatfield
Chairman

MOH/jbm
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01 October, 1982 Letter

Correspondents / Participants
To: Marc Lincoln Marks
From: A.W. Clausen

Subject / Title
Recommendation of Protus Gwanmesia

Exception(s)
Personal Information

Additional Comments

The item(s) identified above has/have been
removed in accordance with The World Bank
Policy on Access to Information or other
disclosure policies of the World Bank Group.

Withdrawn by Date
Bertha F. Wilson November 20, 2010
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WARREN B. RJDMAN

NEW HAMPSHIRE

UNITED STATES SENATE

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20510

September 14, 1982

Mr. A. W. Clausen
President
The World Bank
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Tom:

I read with interest the report you
sent me on the International Development
Association. I expect I will be referring
to it frequently when the next inevitably
controversial replenishment request for
IDA is considered in the Senate Appropri-
ations Committee.

I also enjoyed reading your excellent
speech of September 6. In a town of two
to six year horizons and four year memories,
it is always refreshing to encounter some-
one who maintains a sense of historical
perspective.

Sincerely,



I-
CHALMERS P. WYLIE 

coM ITTcrs

15TH DISTRICT, OHIO BANKING, FINANCE AND URBAN
AFFA!RS

2335 RAYBURN HOUSE

OFFICE BUILIING / ~ , , eL ~L ,
TELEIOE (0) 5 2015 C CoNSUMER AFFAIRS

HOUSING AND COMMUNITY OEVELCPMENT

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS SUPERVSIGN,

Fr BUIDI N T OF CE REGULATION AND INSURANCE

FEDERAL BUILDING 3cs i cr~uaie
200 NORTH HIGH STREET

COLUIABUS, OHIO 43215 asbingtfon, 3.C. 20515 VLTERANS AFFAIRS

TELLPHONE: (614) 469-5614 SuSCOMMITTEES:

COMF ENSATION, PENSION, AND INSURANCE

WALLER C. BLOOM EDUCAT ION AND TRAINI NG

DISTRICT REPRESENTATIVE September 16, 1982
JOINT ECONOMIC

Mr. A. W. Clausen

President

The World Bank

Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Clausen:

This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter dated August 31, 1982

and the enclosed copy of your World Bank-IMF annual meetings speech and

IDA in Retrospect.

Unfortunately, a matter came up in my district which caused me to

change my plans to attend the World Bank-IMF annual meetings in Toronto.

I appreciate having your thought-provoking remarks on the current
world economic situation and the World Bank's role in promoting economic

stability.

Thank you for sharing your views with me.

Very truly -yours,

CEALMERS P. %TYLIE
Representative to Congress

CPW/D
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Exception(s)
Personal Information

Additional Comments
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Policy on Access to Information or other
disclosure policies of the World Bank Group.

Withdrawn by Date
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MARK 0. HATFIELD, OREG., CHAIRMAN

TED STEVENS, ALASKA WILLIAM PROXMIRE, WIS,

LOWELL P. WEICKER, JR., CONN. JOHN C. STENNIS, MISS.

JAMES A. MC CLURE, IDAHO ROBERT C. BYRD, W. VA.

PAUL LAXALT, NEV. DANIEL K. INOUYE, HAWAII

JAKE GARN, UTAH ERNEST F. HOLLINGS, S.C.
HARRISON SCHMITT, N. MEX. THOMAS F. EAGLETON, MO.

THAD COCHRAN, MISS. LAWTON CHILES, FLA.

MARK ANDREWS, N. OAK. J. BENNETT JOHNSTON, LA. COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS
JAMES ABDNOR. S. OAK,. WALTER D. HUDDLESTON, KY.

ROBERT W. KASTEN, JR, WIS. QUIENTIN N. BURDICK. N. OAK. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510
ALFONSE M. D'AMATO. N.Y. PATRICK J. LEAHY, VT.

MACK MATTINGLY, GA. JIM SASSER, TENN.

WARREN RUDMAN, N.H. DENNIS OE CONCINI. ARIZ.

ARLEN SPECTER, PA. DALE BUMPERS, ARK.

J. KEITH KENNEDY, STAFF DIRECTOR

THOMAS L. VAN DER VOORT, MINORITY STAFF DIRECTOR September 7, 1982

The Honorable A. W. Clausen
President
The World Bank
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Tom:

I want to congratulate you on the excellent speech
you delivered yesterday at the World Bank Annual Meetings
in Toronto. I also want to thank you for providing me a copy
of IDA in Retrospect. This study appears at first glance to
be worthy of extended study, which, I assure you, I will give
to it in the next several months.

Let me tell you again how much I appreciated your
willingness to enter the "lion's den" and have lunch with
the Foreign Operations Subcommittee. Your candid appraisal
of the World Bank and IDA, and their importance to the United
States, is a message deserving of a broader audience. I am
certain that, working together, we can make this message known.

Thank you again for your kind note. Please be
assured that I shall endeavor to obtain full support in the
Senate for IDA and the World Bank.

Sinc ely,

DA L K. INOUYE
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Foreign
Operations

DKI:rcm
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August 31A, 192

Dear Dan:

I reall wit pleasure our luncheon on July
15. At that tim I p I would send you a

copy of IAin Retrospe.ct, an evaluation ofte

Internatinai Development Association. Tis studv

has uoben copltd nd I take pleasre in

enclosilng a copy, along with th text of Dy speeci

at the World - Tak-, A e etligs in Toronto

I wouli welcome your coiments,

Si3ncerely.

The ionorable Daniel K. Inouye

United States Senate
Iashington, D.C 251

cc: Mr. Vogl, Mr. Blinkhorn

PR:sm



August 31, 1962

Dear Mr. Lfalce*

I a deliteit to ka tiat o bille

attendiN the World ont-~! YAntici e0i< in
Toronto next week.

As you are responsible fr assessing the

erits of multilateral development legislation,

I enclose a copy of a recent valuation of th.e

Iternational Developn t Association, IDA in

etrospecL, along with the texit of miy annual
maeetings specA.

Please let AknoIw if I can he of further

assistance. I would welcome your coint.

Sincerely,

Th Honorable John J. LaFlalce.
Committee on Banking, Fitnac aud NrA li f s

~ouse of Representatives
asi ton, D C. 20515

cc 7 3gl , Blinkhoru
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August 31, 1982

Dear Bob:

I recall with pleasure our luncheon on July 15.
At that time I promised I would send you a copy of
IDA in iRetrospect, an evaluation of the International
bevelopmint Association. This tud has ow been com-
ploted, anid I take pleasure in enclosing a conyalong
with the text of my speech at the World Bank-IF
Annual ?4eetin a in Toronto on Sentenabr :.

I would welcome your comments.

Sincerely,

A. W. Clausen

The Honorable
Robert W. Kasten, Jr.
Chairman, Subcommittee on
Foerr nOperatious

Co ittee on Appropriations
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

cc: Mr. Vogl, Mr. Blinkhorn

PR: sm
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August 31, 198

Dear Mr. Wylie:

I1 am 4ei1~tt to know~ tht v; will be
attinn the World .aa-TV n t: ai "oztin in
ToronLo next week.

As you are responsible for assessing the
merits of multilateral dvelopment leislation,

i enclose a copy of a recent evaluation of the
International Development Asociation, IA in

Retrospect, long with the text of T annual

PlAse. let me know if I can b of ter
assistanc. I would welcooe pour comnents.

Sincerely,

Comnittee on Banking,. Vinane and - F f rs
Ecuse of Reresentatives
~an too ~, DC. 9I15

cc r.Va , r. liC -



August 31 1982

Dear Jerry:

I am delighted to know that you will be
attending the World Bank-IMF Annual Meetings in
Toronto next week.

As you are responsible for assessing the
merits of multilateral development lepislation,
I enclose a copy of a recent evaluation of the

International Development Association, IDA in

etrospect, along with the text of my annual

reetings speech.

Please let me know if I can be of further

assistance. I would welcome your co.ments.

Sincerely,

The ,onorable Jerry M. Patterson
Chairman, Subcomittee on International

Developnient Institutions and Finance

Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs
house of ReDresentatives

nsbinfztdnh. .C. 29515

cc: Mr. Vogl, Mr. Blinkhorn

PR sm



Au :ust 31, 1982

ear Bill:

I aim delighted to know that yo ill be
tt nding the orld Bani-I Annual Mtings in

Toronto next week.

As you are responsible for assessing the
its of multilateral development 1legilation,

I ncose a copy of a rcent vaution of the
nternational Deve ment Association, IA in

Retrospect, aong with the text of my annual

meetings speech.

Pleas let e now if I can be of further

assistanc. I would welcome your comiients.

Sincerely,

The Uonorable J. !illia tanto

Committee on Bakn. -Finance and Urban Affairs
House of Representatives

ashington, D.C. 051

cc: Mr. Vogl, Mr. Blinkhorn

PR:sm
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August 23, 1982

Dear Mr. Gambaro:

As a follow-up to Senator Mathias letter to Mr. Clausen,
President of the World Bank, may I suggest that you contact

Mr. Bernard Snov, Financial Counsellor in the World Bank's
office in Paris, 66 Avenue, d'Iena, 75116 Paris, France,
Tel: 723-54-21. I believe Mr. Snoy has all the necessary infor-
mation and expertise to respond to possible questions that you
may have on financing techniques for industrial projects in Third
World countries as well as on co-financing arrangements.

In the absence of Mr. Snoy, please contact Mr. Yves Franchet,
Deputy Director (same telephone number). I hope you will find
your visit to the World Rank's European Office useful. If I can
be of any further assistance please do not hesitate to get in
touch.

Yours sincerely,

Spiros T. Voyadzis

Prograr Coordinator
Office of the Vice President

External Relations

Mr. Ciampliro Gambaro
Viale Gambaro 8A
16146 Genoa
Italy

cc: Mr. Southworth w/inc.

Mr. Steckhan "

Mr. Franchet "

Mr. Snoy

STVoyadzis:mmh



THE WORLD BANK
Washington, D. C. 20433

U.S.A.

A.W. CLAUSEN
President

August 19, 1982

Dear Mac:

Just a note to let you know

that I've asked my staff to get in
touch with Giampiero Gambaro. They will

contact him shortly with the names of

people he should see in our Paris Of-

fice.

Warm regards.

Sincerely,

A. W. Clausen

The Honorable

Charles McC. Mathias, Jr.

United States Senate

Washington, D.C. 20510

z
bcc: Mr. Benjenk w/incoming to handle

RSouthworth:ml



(3XfARLES M 
0
O. MATHRIAS, eJR.

August 10, 1982

Dear Tom:

Giampiero Gambaro, who lives in Genoa,

Italy, is a long-time friend of my sister, and

he is now in the process of finishing his work

at Bocconi University, the most well-known

school of economics and management in Italy.

He is preparing a thesis on financing techniques

for industrial projects in Third World countries,
with particular interest in "co-financing."

As part of his research, Mr. Gambaro plans

to visit the World Bank offices in Paris, and he

has written to ask if we might be able to refer

him to someone there whom he might contact should

he need assistance in obtaining information. If

this is possible, it would be very much appreciated

if an appropriate person could contact Mr. Gambaro

directly at Viale Gambaro 8A, 16146 Genoa, Italy.

Many thanks for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Charles McC. Mathias, Jr.

Mr. A. W. Clausen

President, International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development

1818 H Street, N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20433
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THE WORLD BANK
W ashington, D. C. 20433

U. S.A.

A. W. CL AUSEN
Presi&nt

August 19, 1982

Dear Mac:

Just a note to let you know
that I've asked my staff to get in
touch with Giampiero Gambaro. They will
contact him shortly with the names of
people he should see in our Paris Of-
fice.

Warm regards.

Sincerely,

A. W. Clausen

The Honorable

Charles McC. Mathias, Jr.
United States Senate

Washington, D.C. 20510

bcc: Mr. Benjenk w/incoming to handle

RSouthworth:ml



August 10, 1982

Dear Tom:

Giampiero Gambaro, who lives in Genoa,
Italy, is a long-time friend of my sister, and
he is now in the process of finishing his work
at Bocconi University, the most well-known
school of economics and management in Italy.
He is preparing a thesis on financing techniques
for industrial projects in Third World countries,
with particular interest in "co-financing."

As part of his research, Mr. Gambaro plans
to visit the World Bank offices in Paris, and he
has written to ask if we might be able to refer
him to someone there whom he might contact should
he need assistance in obtaining information. If
this is possible, it would be very much appreciated
if an appropriate person could contact Mr. Gambaro
directly at Viale Gambaro 8A, 16146 Genoa, Italy.

Many thanks for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Charles McC. Mathias, Jr.

Mr. A. W. Clausen
President, International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20433
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July 29, 1982

Dear Mr. Inglee:

Thank you for your letter.

Your upcoming trip and the subject of

your investigation are both timely and

important. One of my colleagues will be

in touch shortly with the names of

potentially useful contacts. Good luck

with your study.

Sincerely,

Mr. William B. Inglee
Director
Task Force on Foreign Policy
House Republican Research Committee
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

bec: Mrs. Boskey

RSouthworth:tk
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ROBERTIW.NDAVI, MA H WILLIAM B. INGLEE, DIRECTOR
BOBLIVINGSTON, LA- HOUSE REPUBLICAN RESEARCH COMMITTEE R ICHARD DINE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515

July 27, 1982

Mr. A.W. Clausen
President
The World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Clausen:

I will be travelling to Europe in November of this year under a
program sponsored by the European Economic Community. I will be in
Europe for approximately five weeks and will be meeting with European
officials on a variety of issues concerning U.S.-European relations.
However, the main focus of my visit will be European economic assistance
programs. Hopefully, upon my return, the task force will be able to
publish a report on U.S. foreign assistance programs.

I plan to use my time in Europe studying European relations with
developing countries, particularly in the area of economic assistance
and trade. Many European countries have developed innovative ways of
dealing with developing countries, approaches which are frequently
different in basic philosophy and direction than those utilized by the
United States. Because of this, I am very interested in meeting with
Europeans, both in and out of government, who deal with relations with
the "Third World."

I would appreciate it very much if you or your staff could suggest
individuals in Europe, both in and out of government, with whom I might
meet to discuss this subject. While I have already established a tight
trip itinerary, I do have some flexibility, both in terms of travel and
meetings. Any assistance you might give me would be greatly appreciated.

Again, thank you in advance for your assistance. If I can be of any
assistance to you, please don't hesitate to let me know.

Sincerely,

William B. Inglee
Director
Task Force on Foreign Policy

WBI:rd
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. Frank Vogl July 12, 1982

FROM: Peter Riddleberger

SUBJECT: Foreign Aid Outlook

Mark-up of the Administration's FY83 foreign assistance request

by the House and Senate Appropriations Committees will probably not occur
until after the late August recess. Pending FY82 supplemental requests and
other business will slow the process by which multilateral and bilateral

assistance pxograms are actually funded. Mark-up by the Committees after

the Labor Day recess is also problematic; there are very strong disagree-
ments in the Committees between proponents of the President's military and
security request and those who believe that international economic develop-

ment programs are being weakened. With the substantial increases the
Administration is seeking in the security/military area, controvery in
Congress over the direction of U.S. foreign policy is expected to be

intense. With a mid-October adjournment scheduled to permit campaigning
for the November general elections, there is a strong likelihood that
foreign assistance programs will be funded under continuing resolution at
least for part of FY83.

The Administration is requesting about $9 billion for foreign
assistance programs in FY83, up from the nearly $7.5 billion appropriated
by Congress in FY82. The President's request includes $1.5 billion for

U.S. participation in multilateral development banks, up from nearly $1.3

billion appropriated for FY82; $173.25 million for voluntary contributions

to international organizations, down by $42 million from the FY82 appro-
priation; $1,298 billion for bilateral functional assistance prograns in

agriculture, population, health, education and technical assistance,
similar to FY82 levels; $2.9 billion for security assistance, up from $2.6
billion appropriated in FY82. Finally, the President's request for
military assistance programs totals $1.9 billion, an increase of -nearly $1

billion from the FY82 appropriations for these programs.

The attached article explains some of the pushing and shoving now
taking place.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Clausen, Qureshi, Stern,
Benjenk, Chenery, Golsong,
Paljmans, Thahane

Mr. Blinkhorn
Ms. Maguire

PR:sb
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CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY

\olume 40, No. 27 July 3, 1982 - Pages 1578-l'579

Budget Resolution Forces Aid Choices.
The fiscal 1983 budget resolution mandates a pinch So to increase funding for programs that require

on foreign affairs spending that could torpedo the few swift outlays, Congress would have to make drastic cuts in
such programs that enjoy broad support - such as aid to slower spending development aid programs, according to
Israel and Egypt - and sink the already foundering aides who specialize in the foreign aid budget. But liberal
foreign aid bills. Democrats who back development aid -- and whose votes

In the wake of final action on the resolution (S Con are needed to pass aid bills - might buck such reduc-
Res 92), congressional aides still were trying to sort out tions.
what effect the measure would have on pending aid au- On the other hand, congressional aides said that to
thorization bills (HR 6370, S 2608) and on appropriations cut rapid-outlay items such as aid to Israel and Egypt and
needed for a $939 million military aid increase President Reagan's military aid budget could obviate the need for a
Reagan wants. new aid authorization bill, since fiscal 1983 authorizations

They also were pondering what cuts would have to be are on the books under a bill Congress passed in 1981 (PL
made in other programs if Congress decides it wants to 97-113). Such cuts also might jeopardize backing for for-
boost funding for the popular Export-Import Bank abo~ve eign aid appropriations.
wchat Rp in has regliested - a movethat had been "The ... drivino numbers are Ex-Im ad Is and
expected. EM'' said a Senate Appropria ions ommittee aide.

The administration'foreignai priority has.ebn "Everybody wants niore bucks for those. If we stick those
in 'e a~ aid to key allies. Proposed increases in aid things out on the floor, people will vote for them."
t adootin Ex-Im financingwe However, the aide said, if projected increases in those
exp~ted to serve as political sweeteners that woLd help programs are preserved, "You would have to decinate
Congress get the bitter foreign aid pill down. some of the other programs."

Reagan requested, and the House Foreign Affairs Another congressional aide who specializes in this
and Senate Foreign Relations committees have approved, part of the budget said S Con Res 92 had left the Senate
a 8300 million increase in military aid for Israel (to $1.7 Foreign Relations and House Foreign Affairs committees
billion) and a $200 million increase for Egypt (to 3900 in a quandary over what to do with S 2608 and HR 6370,
Million). The Senate committee also voted a $125 million the $6.7 billion fiscal 1983 aid authorization bills they
boost in grant economic aid to Israel (to $910 million). have reported.
(Weekly Report p. 1407) Senate Foreign Relations aides have estimated that

But S Con Res 92, adopted by the House June 22 and their committee must cut $600 million in fiscal 1983 out-
by the Senate June 23, essentially would freeze overall lays from S 2608 to make it comply with S Con Res 92.
fiscal 1933 aid spending at fiscal 1982 levels or below. "The only way you can cut that amount of outlays is
(Budget resolution, p. 1507) to cut fast-spending programs like Israel and Egypt," said

An added difficulty is that the resolution's limit on this aide. "If you do that, there's not much point in
fiscal 1983 international affairs outlays - funds that passing the bill. They'd be coming out with a bill less than
actually can be spent in that fiscal year - is far tighter their current authorizations. Why bother?"
than its limit on new budget authority, which authorizes Thus, he said, "It's clear for the first time that Israel
overali spending that may take years to disburse. will be frozen at current levels. They're certainly not

This intensifies the pressure on Reagan's requests getting their full add-on, even their most vocal supporters
and on those who want to boost aid to Israel and Egypt admit that."
because those items would consist entirely of immediate As for the Foreign Relations and Foreign Affairs
outlays. panels, he said, "They're in a tight spot, but at the mo-

At the same time, programs many members might be ment I don't think they're ready to take the heat from the
tempted to cut so they could accommodate the tavored friends of Israel."
increases (cont) "Something is going to have to give somewhere along
for instance - would reduce outlays only modestly, since the line," said a Senate Foreign Relations Committee
those programs can spend their funding only slowly. aide. "We are still taking stock."
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... With Supporters of Israel First in Line
Latest Setback move was led by two of Israel's strongest supporters in

The adoption of the resolution was the latest in a Congress, Rep. Stephen J. Solarz, D-N.Y., and Sen. Rudy
series of setback.3 for Reagan's foreign aid program, which Boschwitz, R-Minn.
stresses bolstering key ies wit weapons and military President Reagan first supported the effort to in-
supplies. (Reagan request, Weekly Report pp." 253,~-765] crease foreign aid funds. In a June 15 letter to Senate

Tif May the Foreign Affairs and Foreign Relations Budget Committee Chairman Pete V. Domenici, R-N.M.,
panels scaled back a Reagan request to boost a Reagan said sharp cutbacks in foreign aid "could have far
concessional arms aid program to $1.739 billion from an ranging effects that could cripple" U.S. security interests
existing $800 million authorization. in the Middle East and other regions.

In writing the fiscal 1983 aid authorization bills, the But as negotiations on the budget resolution bogged
House committee approved only $1.2 billion for a special down, Reagan told Domenici June 18 that he would back
program of grants and low-interest loans and the Senate the lower aid amounts.
comrnmittee approved only $1.3 billion. Both figures were After a contentious debate, House conferees ap-
in addition to about 8-4 billion in regular arms loans to be proved the boost in aid, but Senate conferees rejected it
made at market interest rates. on a 5-5 vote, and it failed. (Weekly Report p. 1452)

Most members and aides involved in the foreign aid .
debate long have assumed that Congress will not pass a Fiscal 1982 Aid
new aid appropriations bill for fiscal 1983 - and might In good news for Reagan, S Con Res 92 did provide
not even pass the less controversial authiorizations bill, enough room for his proposed fiscal 1982 foreign aid

For Israel, the House committee approved $750 mil- supplementals, including $350 million in emergency eco-
lion of the $1.7 billion arms aid total as a loan that would nomic aid for Caribbean and Central American nations
not have to be repaid, and the Senate committee ap- under his Caribbean Basin Initiative (CM).

.pv 850 million in arms aid as a grant. In fiscal 1982, Another fiscal 1982 supplemental request would give
J550 rnillion of Israel's arms aid was a forgiven loan. S301.5 million in additional military aid to at least 12

Eot- committees approved $400 million of Egypt's countries, with only $115.5 million of that amount count-
fica 19H-3 arms aid as a forgiven loan, as Reagan had ing as budget authority under S Con Res 92.
rque.t6ed, compared to S100 million in fiscal 1982. But both proposals have serious political problems on

Another S10) million in concessional military aid Capitol Hill.
ld be split among at least 16 other countries. The CBI has been stalled in committees in both

chambers. Only the Foreign Relations Committee has
fiscal 1983 Amounts approved a bill (S 2237) - and it voted over administra-

Th .get resolution set fiscal9833 liaits of$15.9, tion objections to make most of the $350 million a dona-
b lonmbudgeTutf irity nfd $11.5 in outlays f r tion to the World Bank. (Weekly Report p. 1186)

"iiiternatiol ffa~is' pro ~~Fore at is the big- ' The future of the committee's proposal is dim, how-
geit'miTs n tcatezory, \-ilh also includes State De- ever. The World Bank is said to be opposed to the idea,
partment operations and Export-Import Bank financing and a Foreign Relatiorns Committee aidesaid it appeared
' The limits for fiscal 1982 were $16.75 billion in bud- there were "enough votes" to kill it on the Senate floor.

g et authority and 811.4 billion in outlays. But S 2237 has yet to receive its first hearing before
Only forgiven loans and other concessional aid is the Senate Finance Committee, and the House CBI bill

counted as budget authority and outlays under S Con Res (HR 5900) has been stalled in both the House Foreign
92. Arms loan guarantees, for example, are considered Affairs, and Ways and Means committees. (Weekly Re-
"off-bud get." port p. 681)

During final conference committee negotiations on The fiscal 1982 military aid supplemental was re-
the budget resolution June 18, Democrats and some Re- jected by the House Appropriations Foreign Operations
publicans tried to boost the foreign aid outlay figures by Subcommittee, the only panel to consider it so far.
8600 million to prozect aid for Israel and Egypt. The (Weekly Report p. 1258)



THE WORLD BANK
Wacshon, D. C. 20433

U. S.A.

A. V. CLAUSEN

July 20, 1982

Dear Jim:

I greatly appreciate your assistance

in organizing the luncheon last week with mem-

bers of the Appropriations Committee. It is

this kind of informal meeting which permits me

to understand Congressional views on multilateral

aid and gives me the opportinity to discuss the

scope of our programs.

Again--my thanks.

Sincerely,

Mr. James Bond

Subcommittee on Foreign Operations

Committee on Appropriations

S-128 Capitol Building

United States Senate

Washington, D. C. 20510

BC: P. Riddleberger



THE WORLD BANK
Washinigton, D. C. 20433

U.S.A.

A 1 CLAUSEN

July 19, 1982

Dear Dan:

It was good to be with you, Bob and

your colleagues at luncheon la-t week.

I enjoyed our candid exchange on
foreign aid and appreciate the pressures you
face this year in deciding on the allocation

of funds. Hlowever, I am convinced that multi-

lateral assistance is a worthwhile investment

for the United States. I am sure you agree.

Shortly before our Annual Meetings
in September, I will be sending you a detailed
study, IDA in Retrospect, which I hope will
assist you in your Committee's deliberations.

Thank you again for your hospitality
and please let me know if I can be f further
assistance.

Sincerely,

Senator Daniel K. Inouye
Subcommittee on Foreign Ope-ations
Committee on Appropriations
S-128 Capitol Building
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

BC: P. Riddleberger



THE WORLD BANK
Washington. D. C. 20433

U. S.A.

A .W CLAUSEN

July 19, 1982

Dear Bob:

Thank you so much for the opportunity
to meet with you and your colleacues over luncheon
last week.

I understand the pressures you face this
year in deciding how funds should be allocated for
foreign aid. And, as we discussed, after completing
my first yeo at The World Bank, I am more convinced

than ever th. t multilateral assistance is a worth-
while investment for the United States. Hop1efully,

you agree.

Shortly before our Annual Meetings in
September, I will he sending you a detailed study,
IDA in Retrospect, which I hope will assist you

in your Ccomittee's deliberations.

Please let me know if I can be of further
assistance.

Sincerely,

Senator Robert W. Kasten, Jr.
Chairman
Subcommittee on Foreign Operations
Committee on Appropriations
S-128 Capitol Building
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

BC: P. Riddleberger



7-15-82

REMINDER

YOU ARE DUE ON THE HILL AT NOON.

PETER RIDDLEBERGER WILL BE UP THERE AND

WILL MEET YOU AT THE CAR WHEN YOU ARRIVE.

HH



WORLD BANK / INT ERNATIONAL FLAN(L C:); .

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. A.W. Clausen DATE July 14, 1982

FROM: M.P. Benjenk

SUBJECT: Your Meeting with Senator Kasten

Please find attached a memorandum from Mr. Riddleberger
concerning your lunch tomorrow with Senator Kasten and some of
his colleagues. While it is always difficult to present a
general theme during a luncheon discussion, my advice would be
to point out to the Senators that there is a paradox in the
attitude of the United States towards the World Bank. The Bank
is one of the world's most influential instruments in persuading
developing countries to support free and market oriented economies
with incentives to producers. Its advice is listened to because
it has the funds to back up policy recommendations with finance.
In this capacity the Bank is one of the leading advocates for
"western" economic principles, and therefore for what the U.S.
stands for. The paradox resides in the fact that the U.S. is
reducing its support to the Bank just at the time that it is
trying to follow a more assertive foreign policy all over the world,
and championing western ideas versus closed political and economic
systems. The pretense that the reasons are budgetary rather than
ideological is not believed by most people all over the world.
European countries and Japan have budgetary problems more serious
than those of the U.S. and feel no pressures to reduce their aid
appropriations, except when prompted, as in the case of IDA, by
the American example.

You might also talk about the advantages of multilateral
over bilateral aid. Bilateral aid is an essential tool of foreign
policy and in that capacity it should not be under-rated. However,
as a tool for economic development it is essentially second class
as demonstrated by the harmful effects of U.S. aid to Egypt, which
permit the maintenance of unsound economic policies and undermine
the kind of changes which the Bank would like to see in that economy.

MPBenjenk:sf



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. A. W. Clausen (thru Mr. M. P. Benjenk) July 13, 1982

FROM: Peter Riddleberger

SUBJECT: Senate Luncheon

Time and Place: Thursday, July 15 at 12:00 noon. Room S-224 of
the Capitol (enter Senate side of East front of

the Capitol. Take elevator to Second Floor).

Host: Senator Robert Kasten (R-WI) accompanied by

members of the Appropriations Subcommittee on

Foreign Operations and the Chairman and Ranking

Democrat of the full Committee.

Sen. Kasten, along with all other Republican members of the Sub-

committee except Sen. Mark Hatfield (R-OR) are Freshmen. (This assignment

is not exactly coveted by more senior members.) Following the close advice

of staff aide James Bond, he has taken the lead in stretching out IDA-6
payments. For details of foreign aid legislation, he has relied heavily on
the advice of Sen. Daniel Inouye (D-Hawaii) who was Chairman of this panel

for five years before the GOP captured the Senate in 1980. He has hinted

that he will support the Administration's request for $945 million in FY83.

Sen. Kasten can be difficult. On a trip through the Middle East

this past Spring, he caused problems for the State Department by his
contradictory statements to leaders in Israel and Jordan, and for his
demands to have "private" meetings with heads of governments.

He also has had troubles on the home front. Charges of misuse of

funds by a company with which he is connected in Wisconsin have resulted in

negative press and political speculation.

Others expected to attend include:

Sen. Alfonse (Gus) D'Amato (R-NY). Sen. D'Amato ousted long time

MDB supporter Jacob Javits in 1980, whom he accused of being out of tune

with the times. A conservative, he has not taken an active role in subcom-

mittee matters. He has simply gone along with what Kasten recommends.

Sen. Warren Rudman (R-NH). Very much the same story as D'Amato.

A freshman with no real voting record on development legislation, Rudman

tends to go along with whatever the White House asks for.

Sen. Arlen Spector (R-PA). A moderate and internationalist,
Spector has on occasion expressed support for U.S. leadership in multi-
lateral programs. (He will stop by.)



Mr. A. W. Clausen - 2 - July 13, 1982

Sen. Daniel Inouye (D-Hawaii). Chairman of this subcommittee for
many years, Inouye knows more about foreign assistance than any other

member of the Senate. He has been a difficult friend. Proud of his
influence, he demands accountability of MDB's. He has picked on such
issues as salaries, first class travel, etc. Inouye is a master at putting
together compromises at the last second. He enjoys wheeling and dealing.

Sen. Patrick Leahy (D-VT). A strong and consistent supporter of

multilateral aid, Leahy has always pushed for the highest possible funding

level for IDA. He dismisses the critics of MDB lending as nitpickers. He
is the only member of Congress to say that the World Bank President is
underpaid.

Sen. Charles McC. Mathias (R-MD). Not a member of the Appropria-

tions Committee, but Chairman of the Foreign Relations Subcommittee on
International Economic Policy will also attend.

There may be several others at the luncheon which are not yet

confirmed. Senator Kasten might invite some other Republican Freshmen at

the last minute.

Comment:

Last year Sen. Kasten violated Congressional custom by "marking-
up" the foreign aid bill before the House had acted. He does not intend to
repeat this move. Accordingly, we cannot expect any Senate action on aid

funding until after elections when a lame duck session is expected.

Therefore, a Continuing Resolution is likely to cover the time

after Sept-ember 1. We could expect $700 million for IDA under this
measure.

Senator Inouye's staff has raised the possibility of full IDA
funding under the Continuing Resolution (which like any other bill can be
amended). But Kasten, a member of the Budget Committee, is sensitive to
the ceilings on foreign aid called for by the first budget resolution.
Here, $1 billion must be cut from the President's request.

You will not be accompanied by anyone from the Bank on this

occassion, as Mr. Bond has indicated the Senator's preference for seeing
you alone.

cc: Mr. Vogl
Mr. Blinkhorn

PR:sb



JULY 15, 1982 LUNCHEON SPONSORED BY SENACORS KASTENAND INOUYE IN HONOR OF MR. A. W. CLAUSEN, PRESIDENTOF THE WORLD BANK

Attendina: 
For cofree only: (or wine)

Senator Kasten Senator Hatfield
Senator Inouye Senator Specter
Senator Rudman Senator Quayle
Senator Mathias Senator Dodd -
Senator Andrews
Senator Johnston
Senator Brady-

Mr. A. W. Clausen
Mr. Jim Bond
Mr. Richard Collins

e 7,



July 2, 1982

Dear 'r. Burton:

Thank you for your letter inquiring on behalf
of one of your constituents about a fisheries develop-
ment project in the Philippines. On May 25, 1982, the

Bank approved a $22.4 million loan to the Goverimnt

of the Philippines to assist small-scale fishermen.

The loan would help finance the establishment of
marketing facilities and the provision of input supplies.

I attach a copy of the technical data sheet
related to this project, which you may wish to forward

to your constituent for his information. If your
constituent is interested in submitting bids to pro-
vide services or supplies required under this project,
he should contact the General Manager, Philippine Fishery

Development Authority, 7th Floor, PPSTA Building, Benaue
Street, Quezon City, Philippines (Telex No. MINAREhS PM
42 030).

I hope you find this information useful. Should
you need further information, please do not hesitate to
write to Mr. Edward E. V. Jaycox, Department Director in

the East Asia and Pacific Regional Office.

Sincerely,

A. W. Clausen

The onorable
Phillip Burton
Member of Congress
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Attachment
bcc: Mr. Jaycox

NSidek/OLafourcade:MH
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PHILLIP BURTON COMMITTEES:

6TH DISTRICT. CALIFORNIA EDUCATION AND LABOR

INTERIOR AND INSULAR
2304 RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING AFFAIRS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515 DEORTI4TERN N
PHONE 202-225-4965 Conre of~ the 4. Uniteb*taft DEMOCRATIC STEERING AND

POLICY COMMITTEE

DISTRICT OFFICE: 3boUot of Repregentatibe! CHAIR, SUBCOMMITTEE ON

450 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE LABOR-MANAGEMENT RELATIONS

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102 862Jasfington, 3.C. 20515 CHAIR. HOUSE DELEGATION

PHONE: 415-556-4862 NORTH ATLANTIC ASSEMBLY

June 21, 1982

Mr. A. W. Clausen
President, World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Clausen:

According to a recent Wall Street Journal article, the
World Bank has approved a series of loans, including one
for the Phillipine Islands.

A constituent of mine has written requesting further infor-
mation on the $22.4 million loan for "commercial fishing and
fishing market facilities" in the Phillipines.

Would you please forward more specific details, stipulating
the framework for eligibility and implementation, to my
office at the earliest possible date.

Thank you very much.

Sin 7oely,

P I 4BUP O. .N
Member of Congress

PB:jl
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. Frank Vogl June 18, 1982

FROM: Peter Riddleberger

SUBJECT: MDB Hearings

The House Banking Subcommittee on MDB's held two days of

hearings this week on the Treasury's assessment. The last hearing is set

for next Tuesday. Nine witnesses (see attached) in addition to Beryl

Sprinkel and Robert Hormats all came out strongly in favor of MDB (and IMF)

activities. Without exception, they called on the United States to play a

more prominent role in mobilizing both public and private funds. They also

criticized the Administration for budget cutbacks, and dismissed the view

that private investment would pick up the slack. Most felt that only with

expanded MDB lending would the climate for the private sector in LDC's be

enhanced.

Committee attendance was disappointing. Only two members,

Chairman Jerry Patterson and Ranking Republican Tom Evans, were present for

any length of time. They set the tone of the hearings in their opening

remarks (see attached). Evans, who takes pride in his efforts to "educate"

the Administration, said he felt the "cynicism" of one year ago had

disappeared. "We've come a long way, but you have to help us persuade our

colleagues", he told the witnesses.

Perhaps John Petty's remarks were the most lucid (see attached).

When the panel asked for suggestions on how MDB lending could be expanded

without adding to Congressional budget woes, Petty cautioned against

changing the Bank's gearing ratio, or altering laws which limit the

overseas lending of commercial banks, even to allow co-financing in

conjunction with a World Bank loan.

With little or no controversy, the hearings are a way of building

a record for support of future MDB legislation. The number of witnesses

and the fact that they all read rather lengthy prepared statements

precluded any extended discussion. A sharp critic or two might have

livened up the hearings. Sessions like this tend to give the impression

that there are no real differences of opinion. This is hardly the case.

Attachments

cc: Messrs. Clausen,Qureshi, Stern,
Benjenk, Chenery, Golsong,

Paijmans, Thahane

PR:sb
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Contact: Richard E. Feinberg
(202) 225-2495

The MDBs and U.S. Foreign Policy
Tuesday, June 15 at 10:00 a.m. - 2128 Rayburn HOB

Honorable Beryl W. Sprinkel, Under Secretary for Monetary Affairs, Department
of the Treasury

Honorable Robert D. Hormats, Assistant Secretary of State, Bureau of Economic
and Business Affairs

Honorable Elliot L. Richardson, partner, Milbank, Tweed, Hadley and McCloy;
chairman, United Nations Association of the U.S.A.; former U.S. Attorney

General; former Secretary of H.E.W. and of the Commerce Department; former
Ambassador-at-Large and Special Representative of the President to the
Law of the Sea Conference

Douglas C. Bennet, Jr., president, Roosevelt Center for American Policy
Studies; former Administrator, Agency for International Development

Edward R. Fried, senior fellow, The Brookings Institution; former U.S.

Executive Director, World Bank

The MDBs and Other Financial Institutions
Thursday, June 17 at 10:00 a.m. - 2128 Rayburn HOB

Catherine Gwin, senior fellow, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace,
co-author of Collective Management: Reform of the Global Economic

Organizations
John Williamson, senior fellow, Institute for International Economics; former

professor at Princeton, MIT and University of Warwick
Jeffrey Garten, vice president, Lehman Brothers, Kuhn, Loeb, Inc.; former

Deputy Director, Policy Planning Staff, State Department

The MDBs and the U.S. Private Sector
Thursday, June 17 at 2:00 p.m. - 2128 Rayburn HOB

John R. Petty, president, Marine Midland Bank; co-director of the United

Nations Association of the USA panel on international financial

institutions; former Assistant Secretary for International Affairs,
Treasury Department

Gary Hufbauer, senior fellow, Institute for International Economics; former

Deputy Assistant Secretary, Treasury Department

Albert Fishlow, professor of economics, Yale University; former Deputy

Assistant Secretary for Latin American Affairs, State Department

Funding the MDBs
Tuesday, June 22 at 10:00 a.m. - 2128 Rayburn HOB

Nicholas Rey, managing director, Merrill Lynch White Weld Capital Markets

Group; accompanied by John M. Niehuss

Edward J. Waters, vice president, Kidder, Peabody
Thomas C. Dawson, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Developing Nations, Treasury

Department
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JERRY M. PATTERSON, CALIF. THOMAS B. EVANS 2R.. DEL.

IERM ATEN . CAI. 
WILLIAM STANTON. OHIO

CHAIRMAN JAMES K. COYNE. PA.

JOHN J. LAFALCE. N.Y. DAVID OREIER. CALIF.

MARY ROSE OAKAR. OHIO

STEPHEN L NEAL, N.C. U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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MIKE LOWRY. WASH.

SUBCOMMITTEE ON
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTIONS AND FINANCE

OF THE

COMMITTEE ON BANKING, FINANCE AND URBAN AFFAIRS

NINETY-SEVENTH CONGRESS

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515

Chairman Patterson's Opening Statement

The MDBs and U.S. Foreign Policy

Session 1
Tuesday, June 15, 1982

10:00 a.m. - Room 2128 RHOB

This is the first of four hearings we will hold over the next two weeks. Our

objective is to undertake, in some depth, an analysis of the future of the

multilateral development banks. The international economy has been undergoing

rapid changes in recent years. We want to see how these changes have affected

the purposes and functions of the MDBs, to consider whether they have success-

fully adapted to the new international environment, and to learn whether 
new

reforms are necessary.

These hearings come at a difficult time for the international economy. The

U.S. is not alone in suffering from chronic inflation, slow growth rates and

historically high real rates of interest. The industrial country economies

have been stagnant for the last two years and are expected to show no per
capita growth this year.

The growth rates of the developing countries have also declined. Although the

oil-importing LDCs grew at a rate of 5.7% per year in the 1960s and 5.1% in

the 1970s, their growth rate fell to 2.5% last year. This is insufficient to

maintain per capita income levels in many countries.

Fortune has not been kind to the Third World. The just-released annual survey
of the International Monetary Fund, World Economic Outlook 1982, notes:

"For nearly ten years now, non-oil developing countries have faced an

unfavorable external environment. This environment was particularly
unfavorable in 1980 and 1981 as a result of the 1979-80 increase in oil

prices, the recession in the industrial world, and the sharp increase in

nominal and real interest rates. In recent months, the decrease in the

real price of oil has eased this situation, but only to a minor extent."

Against this unsettling background, the private financial markets are becoming
increasingly concerned about the creditworthiness of their LDC clients.

Decisions by the commercial banks to suddenly and sharply cut lending to the

Third World could have a severely destabilizing effect on the entire interna-

tional economic system. Developing countries would be faced with the dilemma

of either drastically reducing their standards of living or defaulting on
their debts.
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We all want to avoid this dire scenario. In these hearings, we will examine
what role the MDBs can play in making certain that the worst does not occur.
I strongly'believe that it is in our best interests for the international
financial institutions to contribute to an environment which permits the
developing countries to sustain economic growth while remaining responsible

participants in an open and expanding global economy.

These hearings will stress the role that the MBs play in sustaining a stable,
healthy international economy. In the past, this subcommittee has correctly,
I believe, placed great emphasis on the effectiveness of the MDBs in fostering
economic development and in targeting assistance to the poor majority. The
deteriorating international economy, however, demands that we now focus our
attention on the wider picture. A healthy world. economy is a prerequisite for
successful development. No matter how efficient individual projects may be,
living standards in the Third World cannot advance if the global economy
continues to slide.

The Treasury Department's assessment of the MDBs, U.S. Participation in the

Multilateral Development Banks in the 1980s, comes at an opportune time. I
would like to personally congratulate the Treasury Department for producing a
serious and throrough study.

The report firmly refutes some of the less informed criticisms that have been
leveled at the MDBs. For example, it categorically refutes the contention
that the MDBs have fostered socialism in the Third World.

The Treasury report is also resounding in its affirmation that the MDBs have
well served several important U.S. interests. It finds that the MDBs have
fostered U.S. global economic and financial objectives by encouraging
developing countries to participate more fully in an international system
based on liberalized trade and capital flows.

The relatively non-political character of the MDBs often make them more
effective than bilatertal programs in encouraging governments to use market

mechanisms and to rely more on international trade. U.S. commercial objectives

have been served by the expanding opportunities for U.S. exports, investment

and finance.

The assessment also concludes that U.S. political and strategic objectives
have been advanced by the MDBs' contribution to steady economic growth, which
reduces the likelihood of political instability. And, finally, the country
allocation of MDB loans has generally been compatible with U.S. foreign policy

preferences.
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The Treasury assessment also contains a number of recommendations for reform
of the MDBs that we will want to scrutinize carefully.

Each of our hearings will focus on a set of closely related issues. Today's
hearing will address the role of the MDBs in U.S. foreign policy. We will
consider the importance of the MDBs to U.S. interests overseas, and what
levels of U.S. participation are consistent with our national interests and
budgetary constraints and with the global economic growth we all desire.

This Thursday, June 17, we will hold two more hearings. The morning session
will be held jointly with the International Trade, Investment, and Monetary
Policy Subcommittee, and will concentrate on the interactions of the World
Bank, the regional development banks, and the International Monetary Fund.
Witnesses will look at the evolving role of conditionality and examine the
proper role for the World Bank and the IMF with regard to Third World debt and
debt rescheduling.

The afternoon session will look at the relationships between the MDBs and the
U.S. private sector. We will examine mechanisms through which the MDBs could
stimulate more investment and lending. We need a realistic appraisal of what
U.S. banks and firms are willing to do. We do not want to underestimate the
share of financing that the official institutions will have to contribute if
the global economy is to prosper.

The final hearing will be held a week from today and will examine the funding
of the MDBs. We need to be certain that the MDBs are taking the appropriate
measures to maintain their sound balance sheets in today's turbulent financial
world.

We are honored today to have a very distinguished group of witnesses. The
Treasury Department is represented by the- Honorable Beryl Sprinkel, Under
Secretary for Monetary Affairs. I understand that Mr. Sprinkel took great
personal interest in the MDB assessment. The State Department is represented
by Robert Hormats, Assistant Secretary for Economic Affairs. With the Under
Secretary for Economic Affairs position vacant, Mr. Hormats is the highest
ranking State Department official specializing in economic affairs. I believe
the presence of these witnesses indicates the importance the Administration
attaches to the MDBs.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to join you in welcoming this distinguished

group of witnesses this morning.

Today's topic is multilateral development banks and U.S. foreign policy. I admit to

some preconceived notions on this subject. I have long argued to members of this

Administration and to others that the multilateral development banks must be viewed as a

vital component of both our foreign and national security policies. Too often, I fear, we

are forced to reduce our justification for participation in the multilateral development

banks to a dollar and cents issue in order to sell these programs to our skeptical

colleagues. While it is true that the economic returns far outweigh the costs, the real

importance of multilateral assistance lies in the area of foreign policy.

In my view, these banks are as important to our foreign policy and national security

as many expenditures we make for the Department of Defense. History has shown that

countries which do not make strides toward economic development are likely targets for

insurgency and political instability. My predecessor as Ranking Republican on this

Subcommittee used to say that we have two choices: We can fight their development

problems now with programs like the multilateral development bank, or we can fight them

later (once they become our problems), but we will need more expensive and more potent

weapons. Not a pleasant thought, but I think an accurate one.

Also this morning, we will hear reactions to the Administration's assessment of the

multilateral development banks. A critical aspect of this that we will want to explore

with the witnesses is whether it is possible to simultaneously cut back our commitments

and increase our influence in the banks as proposed by the assessment. Another concern is



whether it is worth the political backlash to push friendly countries to mature or graduate

from multilateral development bank lending.

Finally, I am concerned with the viability of our negotiating position within the

Global Negotiations with respect to the international financial institutions -- particularly

if we continue to fight for smaller replenishments than the developing countries and other

donor countries feel are reasonable.

I welcome the opportunity to hear from these distinguished witnesses on these

subjects, and look forward to a very educational session.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

-2-



Testimony
of

JOHN R. PETTY
President, Marine Midland Bank, N.A.

before the

Subcommittee on
International Development Institutions and Finance
Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs

U.S. House of Representatives
June 17, 1982

Subject:

MULTILATERAL DEVELOPMENT BANKS
AND U.S. POLICY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am John R. Petty, president and chief executive

officer of Marine Midland Bank, N.A., an international

financial institution based in New York with offices in 24

countries overseas.

The multilateral development banks, especially the

World Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank and the

Asian Development Bank, are first-rate vehicles for

economic development. In addition, they serve as highly

useful institutions to facilitate the participation of the

private sector in the international development process.
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These are the firm conclusions I have reached over

the many years in which I have addressed the question of

development banks and viewed them from several different

perspectives:

--That of the U.S. Treasury official responsible for

overseeing U.S. relationships with these banks for almost

six years;

--That of an investment banker concerned with funding

these institutions as well as attracting private investors

to operate in this area of activity; and finally,

--That of a commercial banker with similar if not

identical interests in financing and fostering trade and

investment activities in the developing countries.

One way to look upon the multilateral development

banks (MDBs) is to view them as a mid-station for economic

development. They stand between official development

assistance and private sector involvement. By requiring

sound projects and exacting technical requirements, they

encourage high standards and economic discipline. These

are the characteristics that encourage development and

growth, which, in turn, spawn investment and financing.

Growth and investment eventually lead to the ultimate

goal of economic development--higher personal income--and

the MDBS are an indispensable tool in the process. I

believe that if they didn't already exist they would have

to be invented.
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Official vs. Private Financing

Let me now turn to the first of the four specific

questions you have asked witnesses to address: What is the

proper mix between official and private finance?

From the point of view of the over-all development

process, the need for capital in general, and concessional

assistance in particular, is so great that additional

sources of help can only be welcomed.

In particular countries--those proceeding rapidly

toward a newly industrialized status--the foreign currency

capital mix has shifted away from concessional aid toward.

lending on private terms. The exact mix of official and

private financing tends to reflect the economic

circumstances of the country involved and its stage of

development.

Official aid is a scarce resource sought by most

LDCs. Phasing recipient nations out of concessional

lending has long been a practice of MDBS. A cutback in

the level of MDB financing activity, however, would not

bring forth compensating private sector flows for several

reasons:

--A) Many of the countries borrowing from the World

Bank, and particularly from the International Development

Association (IDA), are not actively supported at present
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by private lenders. They are too poor to attract such

support' Take away IDA an'd.:that leaves a void which will

not be filled by private investors or lenders.

--B) World Bank infrastructure lending attracts

private capital directly through co-financing and export

credits, with commercial banks taking the earlier

maturities of the financing. A reduction in that MDB

lending would not, for the most part, be replaced by

additional lending from private sources. Infrastructure

lending by MDBs is similar to the type of financing

undertaken for projects in this country by the U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers--and that is not the stuff of private

financing. The result of reduced MDB lending would most

probably be a net loss of capital for the LDCs.

--C) MDBs lend on long terms because the nature of

the projects they support such as civil engineering

tasks, entail long construction and an even longer

payback. Commercial bank lenders are neither eager nor

often in a position to undertake such very long term loans.

--D) The MDBs help guide and shape the general

development strategy of many less developed countries.

Private lenders could provide no substitute counsel.
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One of the reasons that trade, investment and

commercial bank lending has expanded in LDCs is that the

multilateral institutions, including the IMF, have helped

foster an improved economic climate. Their contribution

to a stable environment for growth has been critical to

the substantial development progress made these past

decades. Lowered resources for the MDBs will inevitably

reduce their leverage and lower their capacity to

influence economic development decisions in their client

countries. Such an eventuality would not be encouraging

to commmercial bank lenders.

The development experience has been that helping to.

build infrastructure in developing countries has fostered

investment in related large- and small-scale industry,

especially private industry. In other words, official

finance is complementary to private finance, and from

these major capital investments substantial private sector

initiatives are spawned. As private sector lending and

development grow, they feed subsequent economic

activity--multiplying the benefit from the initial capital

provided by the development bank. We have only to reflect

upon the TVA experience in the United States to grasp the

growth potential which judicious official aid provides the

private sector.
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Official Capital Flows and LDC Financial Stability

The second question we are asked to address today

involves official capital flows and their effect on the

financial stability of less developed countries.,

Financial stability in LDCs depends, among other

things, on sound management of the relationship between

the costs of the development program and available

finance. Local currency costs of projects usually exceed

foreign currency costs, and the country's domestic fiscal

policy figures prominently in the equation. An overly

ambitious development program, which cannot be adequately

funded, could cause a developing nation to become

financially over-extended. It is necessary for developing

countries, though sometimes difficult in the face of

rising expectations, to be realistic about what rate of

growth can be sustained over a long period of time.

While this begs the question about what growth rate

may be appropriate, in terms of need and in view of the

limited concessional aid available, developing countries

can generally use as much development bank financing on

concessional terms as is available. The "harder"

borrowing conditions become, the greater the burden is for

the borrowing country to service the debt on its water

irrigation system, all-weather road or port breakwater

project.
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In the U.S. Treasury Department's recent study of

multilateral development banks, the financial flow charts

on page 150 project real financing from multilateral

sources increasing 47 percent from 1980 to 1985. This

projection rests largely on today's disbursements of prior

year's commitments rather than on possible lending

decisions made during the period. Banking sector flows

are more difficult to forecast that far ahead because

disbursements usually follow relatively quickly after

commitments to lend. However, it would be prudent to

expect that we may see more cautious growth in

international banking sector flows than we have seen in

the past as a result of:

--A) Slower growth in world trade;

--B) Rising caution based on international lending

experience;

--C) Disappointing earnings and slower capital growth

among the leading international banks in the world; and

--D) Because of the worldwide recession, a general

concern about loan portfolios.

In other words, the Treasury's Case II forecast may

prove optimistic. Total capital flows to the LDCs may be

more limited than the Treasury study anticipates. Bear in

mind, these are aggregate statistics; the flows may be
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substantially different in a country-by-country analysis.

Even in normal circumstances, however, most IDA Part II

countries would benefit little from commercial bank

lending.

Incentives for Private Financing

Fearing a drop in the financing available from

multilateral development banks, many analysts are looking

for ways to stimulate the flow of private financing. In

fact, just what methods might be available is the third

question the subcommitee has raised. The routes most

frequently suggested are:

--Co-financing;

--Investment guarantees; and

--A larger role for the International Finance

Corporation, which is the direct investment arm of the

World Bank.

Initiatives to stimulate private investment should

provide net additional funds to LDCs. But that does not

mean they can be a substitute for official assistance. At

best, they would stimulate a helpful additional flow of

funds.

Several points support this conclusion:

--A) Private investment into the poorest countries is

unlikely to be great (except perhaps for occasional

mineral prospects).
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--B) Private investment is not universally welcomed.

--C) Experience with international investment schemes

in the past indicates that, while not unsuccessful, they

are slow and cumbersome to implement.

--D) Although guarantees may provide the critical

variable for an investment, its feasibility only comes

into play if the basic business rationale is present.

This is the horse that pulls the wagon.

However, what the world lacks today is not production

capacity. Manufacturers and producers are not worrying

about where to build their next plant. What they worry

about is demand, which is lacking worldwide. And the

long-term prospects for economic growth are not buoyant.

This basic ingredient for investment decisions is

currently--and prospectively--lacking.

Nevertheless, expansion of the IFC and the

development of a multilateral investment guarantee should

be actively pursued because these changes take

considerable time. The international investment proposals

of about 15 years ago prompted only modest support. New

schemes would require time to negotiate an agreement and

obtain ratification. Then they would have to be

communicated to the private sector in a convincing

manner. Finally, the proposed projects would need to be
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studied. This process, essentially, would occupy the

entire 1980-1985 period mentioned in the Treasury

Department statistics. All the more reason, I would

suggest, to commence the effort now.

Long term, of course, such a dual program could be

quite helpful. Co-financing, too, would help, as it has

in the past, and more flexible rules might expand the

opportunities in this area. But co-financing by itself

should not be regarded as a major new source of funds.

Capital formation in the developing countries and

encouragement of private investment--foreign and

domestic--is a critical element of a sustained development

program. The MDBs should continue to support such

investment through a broad range of techniques.

Do Development Bank Goals Conflict With

Encouragement to the Private Sector?

As I mentioned earlier, MDBs are of considerable

assistance to the private sector. Yet the methods used to

pursue or enlarge this desirable objective need to be

carefully considered.

The World Bank, for example, lends only with the

guarantee of the host country. If it were to lend to a

private borrower, the host country would have to become

involved in the private borrower's business in order to
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justify its own guarantee. This obviously runs counter to

the expressed objective of emphasizing the private

sector. Lending through the IFC, or through a development

relending bank in the host country, would alleviate this

situation to some extent.

There is, moreover, no substitute for an encouraging

and supportive attitude toward the private sector by the

host country. When combined with the prospect of an

efficient production facility and suitable markets, such

an attitude is the primary ingredient for successful

foreign investment in an LDC. Once those conditions are

met, investment guarantees or other forms of assistance

would provide an additional safety net to draw private

investment, and they should be pursued. When all of these

elements come together, their cumulative effect is to

encourage trade expansion, and rapidly expanding world

trade may offer the single best way to foster increased

investment.

At the same time, perhaps the most important role the

World Bank can play in encouraging the private sector is

to help developing countries maintain realistic

expectations about the benefits of the private sector and

their responsibilities to it. No matter what else

happens, the rules of the game cannot be changed.
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Economic policies must be sound and reasonable price

stability maintained. Interest and dividend payments must

be remitted. Private foreign investors should take to

heart the code of conduct developed through the

International Chamber of Commerce.

Industrialized countries, too, must foster the

development process by providing access to their markets

for LDC exports. The IMF surveillance system should audit

this necessity. Products from investments in developing

countries, for example, must have access to markets in the

capital-rich nations. The private sector, which seeks

open, competitive markets in developing countries, must

work to offer equally open and competitive markets in its

own countries.

In this interrelated world, where economic growth at

home feeds development abroad, where U.S. national

interests are well served by rising living standards

overseas, the U.S. taxpayer gets a bargain for each dollar

contributed to MDBs. We should step up our support for

these institutions.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. A. W. Clausen (thru Mr. M. P. Benjenk) June 14, 1982

FROM: Frank Vogli

SUBJECT: Senator Nicholas Brady (R-N.J.)

Senator Brady, 52, an investment banker, was named by New Jersey

Governor Thomas Kean in April to fill the seat of Senator Harrison Williams

who resigned. This is an interim appointment. Brady did not run for

election in the primary last week. The new GOP candidate is Rep. Millicent

Fenwick.

Brady serves on the Banking Committee, which has jurisdiction in

a general way on international monetary matters. Brady has no voting

record on international economic issues, and has made no public references

since coming to the Senate.

PR:sb
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THE WORLD BANK
Washington, D. C 2433

U S. A.

A W CLAUSEN
Pos<dent

June 3, 1982

The Honorable

Orrin G. Hatch

United States Senate

Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Hatch:

Your letter (File No. E-001jn.20) of May 12, 1982, to me raised the
question of The World Bank's policy regarding "open bid" procurement and
contractor selection procedures.

The World Bank has a loan for a "Second Population Project" to Jamaica
which provides for the financing of equ pment for health centers. I
presume the equipment referred to by your constituent would be financed
under the loan.

The Bank policy is normally to require that equipment financed with
loan funds be procured through international competitive bidding open to
suppliers and contractors in its member countries, Switzerland and Taiwan.
When there are circumstances where international competitive bidding is not
the most economic and efficient method of procurement, the Bank and the
Borrower may agree upon other appropriate arrangements. The Bank's
policies on procurement are explained in the enclosed booklet, "Guidelines
for Procurement under World Bank Loans and IDA Credits." Part B of the
booklet sets forth additional situations where procurement other than
international competitive bidding would be appropriate with the Bank's
prior approval, including cases where equipment standardization is a
consideration.

The Bank's loan to Jamaica provides that equipment costing over
$50,000 be procured under international competitive bidding procedures.
Equipment costing less than that amount is to be procured after competitive
bidding based on local advertising. Our files show that the Jamaican
authorities were advised that the procurement procedures outlined above
would have to be followed for dental equipment procured under this loan.
There does not appear to have been any deviation from the normal
procurement practices followed by borrowers in using the proceeds of World
Bank loans.
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ORRIN G. HATCH COMMITTEES:
UTAH JUDICIARY

125 RUSSELL SENATE OFFICE BUILDING 
LABRESAND HUMAN

TELEPHONE: (202) 224-5251 SMALL BUSINESS

HATCH HOT LINE 1-800-662-4300 BUDGET

(UTAH TOLL FREE) WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510 OFFICEOFTECHNOLOGY
ASSESSMENT

May 12, 1982

Mr. A. W. Clausen
President
The World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Clausen:

A constituent of mine, Mr. Reinhard 0. Schuster, Vice President of
The HealthChair Group International in Salt Lake City, has contacted me
concerning their efforts involving a nationwide oral health care program
in Jamaica.

As I understand, the firm had been contracted by the Jamaican
government to upgrade the dental and medical clinics in that country.
Their equipment was apparently selected by the Minister of Health to
match all previous equipment the firm had supplied under a different
financing package. According to my constituents, there is an effort
underway in Jamaica to unify that country's entire equipment park in
order to reduce expense, service, parts supply, management, etc.

Although a request to finance this equipment was submitted by the
Minister of Health, The World Bank has apparently decided that the
country should proceed with an open bid. My constituents feel, however,
that it is incongruous with the governing regulations of The World Bank
to reject a country's request for financing once a supplier has been
selected. They believe the loan officer's actions in this instance
have been inconsistent with common practice. They maintain they are in
agreement with the position taken by the Minister of Health to ensure
that a continuity of services and equipment be provided at this
important time in Jamaica's health care history.

I would very much appreciate hearing from you as to The World Bank's
position in this matter and whether there has, in fact, been a deviation
from normal practice and policy. I look forward to hearing from you.

ST erely,

rrl G. Hatch
United States Senator

OGH:nn

In reply, please cite File No. H-001jn.20.
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UNITED STATES SENATE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510

PUBLIC DOCUMENT

OFFICIAL BUSINESS

Mr. A. W. Clausen
President
The World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. Frank Vogl June 10, 1982

FROM: Peter Riddleberger%

SUBJECT: Congressional Budget

1. Development Assistance suffered a potential setback in the House
yesterday as members approved a budget resolution which reduces the funds
sought for the FY83 "International Affairs" function. The following tells
the story:

(Amounts in US$ billions)

Administration MDB's Senate House

Budget Authority 17.5 (1.5) 16.2 15.00
Outlays 12.5 (1.3) 12.1 11.25

Since Budget Authority determines the ceiling for appropriations,
the House passed levels would put a severe squeeze on foreign assistance.
Budget staffers tell me that if these figures hold, the budget act would
have to be waived to pass even a continuing resolution.

While the final figures for the first budget resolution are not
binding (that comes with the second resolution which will probably be
considered in a lame duck session after the elections), it does put
pressure on members to decide between "guns or butter" when addressing
foreign aid.

"We were blind-sided" said one sympathetic CBO aide. These
figures were not widely discussed either on the Hill or within the
Administration.

House-Senate conference is set for next week. Whether the House
recedes to the more tolerable Senate levels is highly uncertain. Those in
Congress with whom I spoke today feel the House will have the upper hand.

2. The primary results of Tuesday's vote in 9 states was
encouraging. While development assistance was not a campaign factor, many
of those nominated in both parties can be considered "internationalist".
At the same time, five House members who consistantly vote against foreign
aid were defeated. Millicent Fenwick, the GOP Senate winner in New Jersey,
has been an outspoken supporter of The World Bank.

cc: Messrs. ClausenVQureshi, Stern,
Benjenk, Chenery, Golsong,
Paijmans, Thahane

PR:sb
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Sincerely,

A. W. Clausen

The Honorable
David R. Obey
2230 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
U.S. House of Representatives
Uashington, D.C. 20315
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. Frank Vogl June 4, 1982

FROM: Peter RiddlebergerI'

SUBJECT: House MDB Hearings Set

The House Banking Subcommittee has lined up the following
witnesses for hearings later this month on the Treasury MDB Report:

June 15

Mr. Beryl Sprinkel, Treasury Department

Mr. Elliot Richardson, President, United Nations Association

Mr. Douglas Bennett, Roosevelt Center for American Policy
Studies, (former Director, AID)

June 17

Ms. Catherine Gwin, Carnegie Endowment

Mr. John Williamson, Institute for International Economics

Mr. Gary Hufbower, Institute for International Economics

Mr. Jeff Garten, Lehmann Brothers

Mr. John Petty, Marine Midland Bank

June 22

Mr. Nick Rey, Merrill Lynch

Mr. Ed Waters, Kidder Peabody

Richard Fineberg, recently of ODC, has been hired by Chairman

Jerry Patterson (D-CA) to orchestrate these hearings.

These hearings should serve the Bank well. Most witnesses are

known to us. Accordingly, we will be providing them with pertinent

information. Bennett has already asked for assistance in preparing his

testimony. I'll be meeting with him next week.

cc: Messrs. Clausen,VQureshi, Stern,
Benjenk, Chenery, Golsong,
Paijmans, Thahane
Blinkhorn

PR:sb
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. Frank Vogl DATE: May 28, 1982

FROM: Peter Riddleberger

SUBJECT: Hearing on Versailles

The Joint Economic Committee held three days of hearings this
week to explore issues that will (or should) be on the agenda at the
Versailles Summit next week. Witnesses were: Messrs. Myer Rashish;
Richard Cooper, Harvard University; John Norris, Vice President, Chase
Econometrics; C. Fred Bergsten; William H. Branson, Princeton University;
Hal Malmgren; Larry Fox, Vice President, National Association of
Manufacturers; Robert Hormats; Larry Klein, University of Pennsylvania;
John Sewell, Overseas Development Council; and Edward Fried, Brookings
Institute.

Most of the time was spent on Unites States-Japan economic
relations, East-West trade issues (the Soviet gas pipeline), and the
"over-valued" dollar. The last day was devoted to U.S.-LDCs relations.

All lamented the fact that multilateral aid would not figure
prominently at the Summit. Ed Fried made the case for expanded MDB lending
(see attached). Hormats didn't even mention MDB's in his prepared
statement.

Comment:

1. Our hope was that these hearings would prod the Administra-
tion into taking a more enlightened position on MDB issues. But the panel
chose an unfortunate week. Virtually nobody showed up (the House has been
in late night sessions on the Budget). Only Chairman Reuss was present for
all sessions. One other Democrat, Fred Richmond (NY) appeared from time to
time. Press coverage was minimal.

2. African Development Fund. On May 24, the Senate approved by
voice vote with no debate a $150 million contribution to the AfDF.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Clausen, Qureshi, Stern,
Benjenk, Chenery, Colsong,
Paijmans, Thahane

PR:sb



Statement of Edward R. Fried
The Brookings Institution

before the Joint Economic Committee
of Congress

May 27, 1982

The Multilateral Development Banks and the World Economy

It now looks as though North-South issues will receive little

attention at the Versailles economic summit. If so, this is a mistake.

The heads of government of the seven most important industrial

democracies cannot claim to be addressing the problems confronting the

world economy without considering action in this field.

I propose to discuss one possible action of this kind--action to

enable the World Bank and the Regional Banks to expand their lending to

developing countries. This would be a feasible, cost-effective step

to take at the present time. It would bring significant economic

benefits to the oil-importing developing countries and in a modest way

facilitate world economic recovery and contribute to an improvement in

the world energy outlook--all at very small budgetary cost to the

industrial countries.

To understand the need for such action it is useful to summarize

the-current world payments outlook in the wake of the oil price shock

of 1979-80. The OPEC current surplus, after reaching a high of $115

billion in 1980, is rapidly disappearing because of weak oil demand

and prices; it is likely to decline to $25 billion or even less in 1982.

* The views ec-ressed in this statenaent are the sole resnonsibility of
the author and do not purport to represent those of the Brookings
Institution, its Officers, Trustees, or other staff members.
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The current account of the industrial countries as a group will

probably move into substantial surplus. On the other hand, the

current deficit of the oil-importing developing countries will remain

high--probably $85 billion this year, or in real terms about the same

level it reached in 1980. The process of recycling OPEC money is now

coming to an end; it is being replaced by the more usual surplus in

the industrial countries and a counterpart deficit in the developing

countries. In either case, the external debt of the oil-importing

countries continues to mount; by the end of 1982 it will probably exdeed

$400 billion.

The reasons for the persistence of high current deficits for the

oil importing countries are fairly straightforward. The jump in oil

prices in 1979-80 initially added some $35 billion to their import

bill, a burden that is only very slowly being worked down through

increased exports of goods and services to the OPEC countries. In

addition, the soggy OECD economies have taken their toll in the form

of weak demand and prices for primary commodities and weak markets

for manufactured exports. Finally, record high real interest rates

have added to the foreign exchange burden of financing the external

debt.

What is not generally appreciated, however, is the progress these

countries have made in adjusting to the second oil shock. Economic

growth, while one-third below trend levels, is still a respectable

4 percent or so. This has been accomplished by maintaining, if not

slightly increasing, the share of investment in GNP, while reducing
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the share of consumption. The comparative share of the net foreign

resource inflow has declined because a considerable amount of

belt-tightening has already taken place.

Performance has differed substantially among countries. For

example, Brazil, Thailand and the Ivory Coast have done exceptionally

well in their adjustment policies; Argentina, Zaire, and Sudan

rather poorly. For the group as a whole, the pace of adjustment to the

second oil price shock has been faster than it was after 1973.

One of the evident risks in this situation is that the foreign

commercial banks, fearful about the persistence of large deficits and

the mounting external debt, will sharply reduce their net lending.

At present, net inflow of private commercial loans amounts to about

$40 billion, or roughly 2 percent of GNP and 10 percent of net invest-

ment in the oil-importing countries. Should net commercial bank

financing begin to dry up, at least some of these countries would

suffer substantial economic setbacks, which could take a long time to

reverse and which could have adverse consequences for world trade and

the international financial system.

This is where the lending of the multilateral development banks

plays an important role. Total loan commitments of the World Bank and

the regional banks are now running at about $17 billion a year, and

total disbursements at about $9 billion. By expanding lending now,

these institutions would provide additional confidence to the commercial

banks to continue their lending, either generally or through

cofinancing Bank projects. The multilateral development banks,
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contrary to some views, have had an excellent record in selecting

projects with high rates of return. An increased volume of lending,

therefore, would contribute to effective adjustment, looking toward

a sustainable balance of payments and external debt equilibrium in

the future.

Expanded lending for energy is a key element in such an approach.

Increasing use of energy is an essential part of the development

process. Twenty years ago the developing countries used about 10 per-

cent of the free world's commercial energy; today, that proportion is

15 percent; by the end of this century, it is likely to be 25 percent.

With high oil prices and, therefore, a high foreign exchange burden for

oil imports, the energy constraint on the economic growth of the oil-

importing developing countries will become worse unless remedial action

is begun now. Such action consists of investments to expand domestic

production of primary energy fuels and to improve the efficiency with

which energy is used.

A successful energy program in the oil importing developing countries

would also improve the economic outlook of the industrial countries.

This clearly applies to the world oil market. The oil importing

developing countries are likely to be the principal sources of

increased demand on the world oil market for the indefinite future;

by as early as 1990, their import requirements could amount to about

one-fourth of net world oil exports. To the degree that their oil

import requirements are contained, oil will be in more ample and more

secure supply for all countries. The international trade and payments
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System would also benefit. A stronger adjustment effort in energy

would ease balance of payments difficulties, improve debt-servicing

capacity, and lessen strains on international capital markets.

Such an approach would require a massive increase in energy

investments in these countries. World Bank studies suggest that

energy investments need to more than double over the course of the

decade to a level of $40 billion to $50 billion a year (in 1980 dollars).

All available sources of capital would need to be tapped,

private and public, domestic and foreign. However, there are serious

political, technical, and financial obstacles to the mobilization

and efficient use of capital in these countries. This is where the

World Bank and the regional development banks should come in, helping

to formulate least cost approaches, participating in financing, and

through all this encouraging the inflow of foreign debt and equity

capital.

The World Bank, which is the main source of guasi-public

capital for these energy investments, now plans to devote about one-

fourth of its lending to energy projects, including over $3 billion

this year. This is the maximum it can lend now for energy without

seriously compromising other high-priority programs, notably agriculture.

If it had additional lending authority, the Bank believes it could

easily double its energy program, all for projects with economic rates

of return that are higher than the opportunity cost of capital in the

countries concerned or in the free world as a whole.

Even if its program were doubled--and this deserves emphasis--Bank

lending would represent less than 10 percent of estimated investment
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requirements for energy. The measure of the program's success is

the extent to which, through its projects, advice, and technical

assistance, it can attract additional domestic capital for energy

and additional foreign capital and know-how to supplement domestic

resources. In general, capital from other sources associated with

Bank projects is about two to three times the amount of Bank

financing, and a strong effort is currently being made to increase

this multiple.

To finance an expanding lending program, consideration was given

to the establishment of a World Bank Energy Affiliate. Whatever its

advantages, this proposal has had to be deferred because it.does not

have U.S. support.

Alternatively, the member governments could each year authorize

an increase in the Bank's lending ceiling by an amount necessary to

finance the additional identifiable energy projects that meet the

Bank's lending standards but would otherwise be rejected for lack of

financing. President Clausen has estimated that under present lending

limits, such a shortfall could amount to $1 billion in 1982, $2 billion

in 1983, and almost $4 billion in 1984. At the same time, the capital-

surplus OPEC countries could be urged to cofinance additional 
Bank and

energy projects through their existing assistance agencies 
or in other

ways, in cooperation with an expanded Bank program. This would be

particularly helpful in the poorest countries, where OPEC concessional

financing would blend effectively with the Bank's financing on market

terms.
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Lifting the lending ceiling to finance these additional energy

projects would require that the question of the next capital increase

for the Bank would have to be acted upon one year earlier, that

is, in 1984 rather than 1985. Meanwhile, no additional budgetary

appropriations would be needed, and if it were agreed to increase capital

subscriptions to the Bank in 1984, this probably could be done

without a paid-in component, that is, without a further budgetary

appropriation. Hence, budgetary considerations should not be a

factor in deciding on an expansion of the energy program. Nor is

there any evident danger of a misallocation of capital. To the contrary,

since the additional projects are likely to generate above-average

economic rates of return, expanding the Bank's energy program would,

if anything, contribute to a more effective use of capital worldwide.

A recommendation at the Versailles economic summit urging the

multilateral banks to move in this direction would for all practical

purposes put the program into effect. It could not come at a more

opportune time. --

That leaves open the question of what can, or should, be done for

the poorest countries. These countries are not sufficiently credit-

worthy to borrow from capital markets on a significant scale or to

qualify for a large amount of hard loans from the multilateral

development banks. They must rely heavily on bilateral aid or on

the soft loan windows of the multilateral institutions for external

capital.

The World Bank's soft loan affiliate, IDA (the International

Development Association) is now the largest single source of such
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assistance. Credits are extended on highly concessional terms but

the projects must meet strict economic criteria. The program as a

whole is designed to build infrastructure, that is, the foundations

for economic growth and for subsequently mobilizing domestic and

foreign private capital.

IDA's lending program, which was to be $4 billion a year for

the period 1981-83, is now reduced by one-third because of the

shortfall in the U.S. contribution, which in turn has triggered

cuts from other countries. Furthermore, discussion of the next

replenishment, which must begin soon if th~e program is not to be

interrupted, is being delayed because of U.S. unwillingness or

inability to proceed.

In principle this discouraging outlook might be changed in either

of two ways. The United States might reverse itself and meet its

share of the IDA obligations. This seems unlikely in the present

budgetary atmosphere, even though the amounts involved are comparatively

modest.

Alternatively, the other industrial countries, notably the six

represented at Versailles, could announce their willingness to meet

their commitments in 'full and possibly make up for some or all of

the U.S. delinquency. While there has been some movement in this

direction, the prospects for making up the U.S. shortfall look dim.

The likelihood therefore is that the Versailles meeting will pass

over this subject lightly. If so, it is fair to say that the Summit
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leaders will be building up trouble for the future. We cannot

indefinitely slight the problems of this large portion of humanity.

Whatever happens at Versailles, in the end,this is an issue the

United States will have to re-examine in the course of addressing

its own priorities.
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. Frank Vogl DATE: May 24, 1982

FROM: Peter Riddleberger

SUBJECT: Congress and Foreign Aid

1. The Senate had its first vote on foreign assistance last week.
Sponsors of an amendment to cut $500 million from the budget resolution
were easily defeated on a 73-27 vote. Had the rider been approved, it
would have put a squeeze on the multilateral banks. But even the
proponents (Senators Melcher (D-Mont.) and DeConcini (D-Ariz.) told their
colleagues that their cut would not mean a reduction "for The World Bank
and the International Development Association". The fact that they made
this point suggests that there is little controversy in the Senate on
IFI's.

2. Versailles will be the subject of two hearings this week. Today
the Foreign Relations Committee, in a closed session, will hear from Bob
Hormats. Later this week, the Joint Economic Committee will have three
days on the economic summitt, the last focusing on issues with developing
nations. John Sewell and Fred Bergsten are among those testifying.

3. The language approved by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
last week calling for the $350 million aid portion of the Caribbean Basin
Initiative to be placed under a World Bank trust fund caught Chairman Percy
off guard. He promises to amend the language on the floor in a manner to
leave the whole matter to the President's discretion. Nobody expects this
rider, as it now stands, to become law. But it does send a signal to the
Administration that its bilateral aid program is not being received with
bipartisan acclaim.

4. Late next month, the House Banking Subcommittee on Development
Banks plans to hold three days of hearings on the Treasury's MDB Report.

cc: Messrs. Clausen, Qureshi, Stern,
Benjenk, Chenery, Golsong,
Paijmans, Thahane

PR:sb



may 21, 1982

The lonorable
Donal T. Regan
Secretary of the Treasury
4apart nt of the Treasury
:ashington, D.C. 20220

DrMr. Regan:

lu r-s ons. to your inquiry we have car-fully considered the question
of the Ianl's administration of a trust fund for the Caribbean Basin
Initiative. -ie we are not fully familiar with all the etails, we
bellave that the oroposed trust fun! sould not he suitable for

dMnistration by the World inu.

We reconize that the objctiwve of t. ar im a sin t inti tive is
to strenet e t5 econo es o tno n on an tI i1 is an oil ctie we

are. o;v r t. .orld -ax noas no oarqally accept adtMin.tration
of trust ""u" to resoures i icii: not everal1y avAi ble to

itn -mbrship an3 ;.Lci involve ,roovrnent nroceducn and udelines
u tantialy d i"M rnt fro. the0 terational Coineritive ildin,

Procedures utized TV t is an tior. woreover, the Caribben
,asin Inititive oulk wem to Invov' some octivities, iacl&im:
short-terr iace of 1ets oncin'., in wtch te Wrld An h
no direct cxpertiS and which are not normally part of our operatious.

A fou know, vQ are alreaiy activeu :in;d in the daribhcar in
q"-nortir the efforts o our v-er contrims to accelernte thelr

conti dvelosient. our acn Aro rya h ava increased and throu, our
LairyaQhi> o thn Consultative rnu) or the Caribbean we also play a
ey rol e1 attractiis finaiclu fro:, ot Or official donors a

comrercial anka to te ri:Ion. The bansultative Group provides the
frameork within a ic 1 bilateral an iultilateral donors ca channel
their resources to iru w riority develo mnt investents in the
cAribbean countri i a utually cow ½levntary wa. e helieve our
"nst contribution oill b the tLcAl nalysis aolicy Ovice Wich
is the coon ao.i for the mrk of the onsultative Group.



The Honorable May 21, 1982
Donald T. Regan -2-

I have also had an oportunity to dicuss this with Mr. Clausen, who
is out of the city. Pie wis also asked e to assure you that me
expect to continue to work closely wit the Unites States and other
bilateral and :ultilateral donors to Uarove the developnent
prospects and accelerate growth in the Caribbean Basin.

sincerely,

Ernest Stern
Senior Vice President
Operations

cc: Mr. Hennesey

EStern:dpw



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. Frank Vogl DATE: May 20, 1982

FROM: Peter Riddleberger

SUBJECT: Caribbean Basin Trust Fund

I attach the text of an amendment to the Caribbean Basin
Initiative that was approved yesterday by the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee. It calls for the $350 million in aid to be earmarked as a World
Bank trust fund.

Nobody expects this language to survive. It is strongly opposed
by Chairman Charles Percy and the Administration and would most likely face
defeat on the Senate floor. But it adds to the woes of those U.S.
officials who earlier saw CBI as landmark legislation, but now are being
attacked from all sides. Their strategy for guiding this bill through
Congress has been found wanting, and Democrats (and in this case one
Republican, Sen. Charles Mathias) opposed to the White House posture on
Central America are using this as a vehicle for testing their strength.

Attachment

cc: Messrs. Clausen, Qureshi, Stern,
Benjenk, Chenery, Golsong,
Paijmans, Thahane

PR:sb



Dodd Amendment S. 2237

Caribbean Basin Trust Fund

On page 16, line 12, insert "(A)" immediately after "Sec. 201"."

On page 16, between lines 17 and 18, insert the following:

(B) Chapter 4 of part II of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961,

as amended, is further amended by adding the following new section:

"Sec. 541 The Caribbean Basin Trust Fund.

(a) Findings. The Congress finds that:

(1) the historic, economic, political, and geographic

relationships between the United States and the countries of the

Caribbean Basin, are unique and of special significance, and therefore,

deserve special consideration;

(2) For the peoples of the Caribbean Basin to make progress

within a framework of democratic ideals, adequate social and

economic progress must be achieved by all the peoples of the renion;

(3) There is a need for the adoption of a planned cooperative

effort by all countries of the region in order to meet its special

needs;

(4) Multilateral development banks have been found to be

effecLive in contributing to the economic developm:enL of less

developed countries in the region.

(b) Authority. Therefore, the President shall instruct

the Secretary of the Treasury, on behalf of the United States, to

negotiate with the appropriate officials of the International

Bank for Reconstruction and Development (the Bank) for
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the purpose of establishing a trust fund with the Bank, which

shall be known as the Caribbean Basin Trust Fund (the Fund.)

(c) Purpose. In negotiating the Fund, the Secretary of

the Treasury shall make clear that the purpose of the Fund is

to provide additional resources to the countries of the Caribbean,

and among other thinqs, the monies of the Fund shall be

utilized in conjunction with the Bank's membership in the Caribbean

Group for Cooperation in Economic Development.

(d) Funds.

(1) Not withstanding any other provision of law, of the

funds authorized to be appropriated in Sec. 201 (A) of the bill for

Fiscal Year 1982, in order to carry out the purposes of this chapter

with respect to the Caribbean Basin, all such funds appropriated

pursuant to Sec. 201 (A) of the bill shall be made available to the

Secretary of the Treasury to be transferred by him to the Fund

established with the Bank, on such terms and conditions as are mutually

acceptable to the United States and the Bank.

(2) Funds not obligated in Fiscal Year 1982 or Fiscal Year

1983, for the purposes specified in this section, shall revert to

the General Fund of the U.S. Treasury.

(e) Limitations. In order to encourage other donors

to provide additional resources to the countries of the Caribbean

Basin through the multilateral development banks, which provide

funds to the region, and to ensure that the principle of equitable

burden-sharing is preserved; the average annual share of aggregate

contributions by the United States to the countries of the Caribbean

Basin through the multilateral development banks (including

the Caribbean Basin Trust Fund created by this section) shall not

exceed __ percent of the total lending by these multilateral

development banks to such countries, through 1986."



This news item appeared on page A-2 of the May 20, 1982 issue of:

The Washington Post

egan Dealt Setback on Caribbean Basin
By William Chapman
Washington Post Statf Writer

The Reagan administration suf- i I - -
fered a major foreign aid setback last In a testy exchange with Percy, the $350"million is urgently needednight when the Senate Foreign Re- Dodd said reconsidering the measure
lations Committee, voting 9 to 8, would amount to "aborting the s- e entr American gov-
transformed the president's Carib- tem" by which the committee votes rn
bean Basin Initiative into a multi- "I know what's happened and I don't overnight." Creating a new interna-
lateral program to be run by the like it," Dodd told the chairman tional bureaucracy to manage the
World Bank. . "We debated this for a long time." fund would delay its start until at

The turnabout shocked adminis- Pe
tration officials and committee Percy claimed there had- been a least 1984, he said.
Chairman Charles H. Percy (R-Ill.), "honest misunderstanding," and in- Dodd had won Mathias over by
who late in the evening was attempt- sisted that the committee should re- agreeing to support his amendment,
ing to arrange .a reconsideration of open the entire bill, which was which provides that some of the
the amendment, which radically re- passed 16 to 1. Administration of- local currency generated would be
drafted President Reagan's plan to ficials said they would attempt to re- used exclusively by non-government-
aid Central American countries. store the original on the Senate floor al organizations '

The Reagan plan had been if the reconsideration move failed.
t P However, under the final version,

presented as a bilateral aid program The administration had promoted, with all monies to be administered byin which the United States would the Caribbean Basin measure vigor- a multilateral organization, there was
send $350 million this year to several ously on Capitol Hill for months, ar- i
Central American countries, includ- guing that it was necessary to giv no assurance that any lkcal currency
ing $128 million to El Salvador. immediate aid to hard-pressed Ce would be generated. Mathias had

It was a pet project for the White' tral American countries. CeI- been under a "misunderstanding" on
House. Percy told the' committee With more than one-third of the that point when he voted for Dodd's
that Reagan called him yesterday money destined for El Salvador, crit- amendment, Percy contended.
morning insisting that the measure ics contended that the measure was
was "urgent." a cover for pumping more money

Sen. Christopher J. Dodd (D- into a country the administration
Conn.) introduced the critical considers a key to stopping commu-
amendment, changing it from a bi- nism in Latin America.
lateral program to a "trust fund" op- Last night's turnabout was espe-
crated by the World Bank. Dodd ar- cially dramatic because the admin-

gued that this would make other istration consistently has sought to
countries more interested in partic- reduce the amount of foreign aid
ipating as donors. funds passing through such multi-

At first Dodd was beaten on a lateral organizations as the World
tentative vote of 8 to 6, but when Bank. It favors direct, bilateral aid
the committee regrouped his amend- controlled from Washington.
ment carried by one vote. Sen. Percy, strenuously opposing
Charles McC. Mathias Jr. (R-Md.), Dodd's amendment, contended that
who had reached agreement on an
amendment he favored, provided the
key switch vote.

The bill went through final pas-
sage before Percy made an attempt
to reconsider the entire package in
an apparent attempt to restore the
bill to its original form. He con-
tended that Mathias had misunder-
stood the impact of Dodd's amend-
ment.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. H. Martin Koelle, Acting Director, IPA DATE: May 13, 1982

FROM: Peter Riddleberger

SUBJECT: The Budget and Economic Assistance

Despite the continued impasse between the White House and

Congress over the FY83 budget, all the various proposals allow funding for

multilateral aid at levels requested by the Administration. This does not

mean that Congress will automatically recommend full funding for IDA. But

supporters of development assistance (especially the Democrats on the House

Subcommittees) have made it clear that if the Administration wants the

military aid it seeks, it will have to be balanced by adequate economic aid

(the real battle now is between security assistance and funding for the

Export-Import Bank).

Jim Bond, staff aide to Sen. Robet Kasten (R-WI), Chairman of-thve

Appropriations Subcommittee, tells me iis boss Is prepared to support $945

million for IDA. House aides suggest that reduc i6ns TniDAaid to India

could very well lead the Appropriations Committee to recommend a level

higher than the $700 million funded last year.

All this depends on an aid bill actually being passed. Currently

the chances are only fifty percent. Whatever happens, the prospects of

IDA-6 being funded in four years instead of five have improved.

This could be seen as a two edged sword, however. Some of our

sharpest critics (e.g. Jerry Lewis (R-CA) may be willing to go along with

current funding requests in return for a sharp reduction in U.S. contribu-

tions to IDA-7.

cc: Messrs. Clausen,'Qureshi, Stern,

Benjenk, Chenery, Golsong,

Paijmans, Thahane

PR:sb
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. H. Martin Koelle, Acting Director, IPA DATE: May 6, 1982

FROM: Peter Riddleberger

SUBJECT: House Banking Committee Approves African Development Fund

The House Banking Committee today reported by a 30-6 vote H.R.

6149 authorizing a $150 million U.S. contribution to the third replenish-

ment of the African Development Fund.

The whole exercise took 10 minutes. There was little debate or

controversy.

Strong support was voiced by Rep. Rose Mary Oakar (D-OH). She

was once a skeptic of multilateral aid, but since IPA helped her organize a

trade conference in her hometown of Cleveland, she has taken active role in

supporting MDBs.

A dissenting view was given by Rep. Ron Paul (R-TX), an arch-

conservative and an advocate of the gold standard. Rep. Paul declared that

these "give away" programs are in fact a means of propping up multinational

corporations and large commercial banks, both of which '1e detests. (When

Mr. Clausen came to the World Bank, Paul issued a press release saying that

"this is a move to bail out the Bank of America".) We can expect him to

make a similar statement on the House floor.

Comment:

Supporters feel confident the bill will pass the House with

little trouble. I concur, unless the impasse over the budget as a whole

sparks an emotional outburst of rancor against the first convenient bill.

In this context, any "foreign aid" bill is an easy target.

cc: Messrs. Clausen,V Qureshi, Stern,

Benjenk, Chenery, Golsong,

Paijmans, Thahane

Mr. Knox
Mr. Wapenhans

Mrs. Stitt

PR:-



THE WORLD BANK
Washington, D. C. 20433

U. S. A.

A.W. CL AUSEN
President

May 6, 1982

Dear Frank:

I certainly appreciate your nice note

and your offer of help on the Hill. If and
when, be sure I will be in touch. Many thanks.

Peggy and I were 'elighted to have the
chance to get to know Nancy and you and look
forward to another opportunity of getting together.

Warm regards.

Sincerely,

The Honorable Frank Horton
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.



FRANK HORTON WASHINGTON OFFICE:

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE 
229 RAYBURN BUILDING

34TH DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 
WASHITO D.. 20515

(2021) 225-4916

COMMITTEE:.j.

GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS 314 FEDERAL BUILDING

RANKING MINORITY MEMBER ROCHESTER, NEw YORK 14614

DEAN, NEW YORK 3bouie ot Rortzentatibei (716) 263-6270

REPUBLICAN DELEGATION FTS-473-6270

Wasfbruton, ;.C. 20515 WAYNE COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING

LYONs, NEW YORK 14489

April 28, 1982

A. W. Clausen, President

International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

1818 H Street, N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Tom:

Nancy and I thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity of meeting you
and Peggy last night at the Chamber of Commerce dinner. It was

an excellent dinner, good conversation, good food, and top

entertainment.

I especially was glad to have the opportunity to chat with you

about the role of the World Bank and your responsibilities.

If I can be of assistance to you in any way, please let me know.

Also, if you ever have any problems on the Hill, drop me a note

with information that would be helpful to me in the consideration

of legislation affecting the Bank.

Again, Tom, it was nice meeting you and I hope to see you again

soon. In the meantime, Nancy joins me in sending our best wishes

to you and Peggy.

With kindest personal regards,

Sin erely,

Frank Horton

FH:y
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20515

JULIAN C. DIXON
28TH DISTRICT, CALIFORNIA

April 28, 1982

Mr. A. W. Clausen
President, The World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Clausen:

I recently read with great interest your remarks
before the Nigerian Institute for International
Affairs.

Your speech made an excellent case for a needed
increase in development and economic assistance
for Sub-Saharan Africa, which I wholeheartedly
endorse.

I have taken the liberty of sharing your remarks
with my colleagues in Congress, and offer you
my support in your efforts to increase the
programs of the Bank, and the United States in
particular, promoting development in Africa.

I-.With best regards,

ULIA C. DIXON
of Congress

JCD:bmd
Enclosure
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April 27, 19F2

Dear 77r. Pixon:

I rea'd wth interest your rc:Erirs In t'e
conTCriona1 r'ecore rccolVmpanying the te-:t of a

speech I reccntly gave in Lagos, 1igeria. I am

rost grrteful to you for bri nng r vic7s on

ecoonic developcnt in Africa to the nttcntic-n of
your collerues in Congrcss.

I consider ir'vetre~-t in !frica, both
public ran private, to le of t-he ut-ost iLportance

curing the nxt vc, rad ye Are no; strengthning
our on capailities in th!is rcgion. ?-ccoreinglv,

your £upport for our efforts is especially uelcone.

A. V. Clausen

The Fonorable Julian Dix:on
423 Cannon rouze Office El7g.
U.S. rouse of Representatives
Rasington, D.C. 20515

FR:shb


